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Abstract
Background: There is controversy about the value of endoscopic methods compared to microsurgical
methods in the treatment of challenging colloidal cysts. This study aimed to review the findings of
literature which studied microsurgery or neuroendoscopy in the colloid cyst.
Methods: An advanced search in PubMed, Science Direct, and Google Scholar databases performed
using keywords such as: “microsurgery,” “endoscopy,” “microsurgery versus endoscopy,” and
“colloid cysts.”
Results: Reviewing the findings of related studies showed some differences in sections of surgical
management, microsurgery, endoscopy, complete cyst resection, recurrence rate, length of stay, and
complications between the two surgical methods in the treatment of colloid cyst.
Conclusion: Despite some disadvantages of endoscopy, it seems this method has more privileges
than the other methods.
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Introduction
Colloid cysts manifest symptoms due to ventricular
obstruction or forniceal compression. Many surgeons
and patients choose surgical resection. Transcortical
or transcallosal microsurgery with craniotomy is the
primary treatment for colloid cysts that prefers excellent
access to the third ventricle and the foramen Monroe. As
well as, it prefers two-handed microdissection of the cyst
wall of essential structures like fornix, pleural choroid,
and internal cerebral vessel.1-3 An association found
between postoperative morbidities and craniotomy.4,5
However, recent clinicians prefer endoscopic surgery
for the treatment of a colloid cyst. Studies report this
technique as less invasive, leading to fewer complications
and morbidities following surgery.6-16
On the other hand, a two-handed cyst wall
microdissection is one of the essential structures discussed
because this method relies on cyst wall aspiration,
followed by coagulation of cyst wall residues remains.6
The remaining cyst wall increases the risk of recurrence
in the future.8,10,12,16-18 Complete resection has frequently
reported in microsurgery patients. While the shorter
length of hospitalization and fewer complications mostly
seen in endoscopic surgeries.3,4,16,19,20 Still, preferring the
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most appropriate surgical approach is controversial. This
study aims to review the findings of literature which
studied microsurgery or neuroendoscopy in the treatment
of colloid cyst.
Materials and Methods
An advanced search in PubMed, Science Direct, and
Google Scholar databases was performed using keywords
such as “microsurgery,” “endoscopy,” “microsurgery
versus endoscopy,” and “colloid cysts.” The abstract of
every article was studied by researchers to determine
the eligibility of this study, and then the full article was
retrieved to extract the findings which were summed
up in the following sections: surgical management,
microsurgery, endoscopy, complete cyst resection,
recurrence rate, length of stay and complications.
Endoscopic Versus Microsurgical Surgery
Surgical Management
Extensive research on the literature revealed that
microsurgical cutting and endoscopic resection are
the most popular ways for the treatment of colloid
cysts.6,20,21 Preferring each of these techniques over the
other depends on the surgeon’s skill. Using microsurgical
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techniques decreases the morbidity and mortality rates
significantly.22,-25 Studies have reported the widespread
use both of transcortical and transcallosal techniques for
third ventricle colloid cysts treatment.6,13,21,26-32 Though
many clinicians consider transcranial microsurgery as the
touchstone for removal of colloid cysts,6,8 still, there is no
consensus on the best optimal treatment for patients with
colloid cysts and normal. Endoscopic treatment of colloid
cysts in the presence of ventriculomegaly has established
as a first approach in reducing disease.4,7,10,33-35
Microsurgery
Colloid cysts are treated by either microsurgical removal
using either transcallosal or transfrontal techniques.7,36
Open microsurgery needs a more significant access
corridor, but total resection is the advantage.13,32,34
Compared to endoscopic approaches, these techniques
suggest a better perspective of the cyst so that it facilitates
full cut. Many studies have reported the feasibility of
better visualization of the cyst by an endoscope with
angled optics. There is little difference in the benefits of
using the instrument during microscopy compared to
endoscopic surger.6 previously, microsurgical resection
was the best preference for curing patients with colloid
cysts. The transcortical-transventricular technique
sometimes leads to high morbidity and mortality.32 The
transcallosal method rescues the cortex but can damage
the bridging veins, sinuses, and pericallosal arteries
and may also injure the fornix. Though highly invasive,
transcortical, or transcallosal microscopy has advantages
over endoscopy in critical situations. The former has the
potential complications related to anterior callosotomy
and transcortical techniques with further damage to the
cortex and increased risk of seizures. Although endoscopic
surgery is less offensive, bleeding is difficult to control
in this procedure. Therefore, an irrigation pump with
a Ringer’s solution is necessary to irrigate periodically
for subsequent washing and discharge through the
endoscope outlet work channel. Endoscopic surgery is
superior only after reaching the learning curve, because
the potential complications and the rate of failure may
be high in the beginner surgeon.14 Microscopic surgery
is faster than the original resection but is associated with
longer operation time and more significant memory and
cognitive dysfunction.2
Endoscopy
Endoscopic removal of colloid cysts is adequately
safe.7,10,12,18,30,37 It is a relatively novel method providing
remarkable imagination and “a minimal invasive passage
via the normal expanded ventricular system.” This
approach has the benefit of controlled resection, which
prevents any damage to the anterior third ventricle.
Complete resection using endoscopy, though difficult, is
achievable. Near-total excision is possible with one port
or by conventional endoscopic procedures.6,10,12,35 This
124
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new way allows all segments to recover and finally leads
to full cyst removal.38 Endoscope could be placed in a way
to reinforcement microsurgical availability, minimize
the size of the transcortical passages, and decrease
brain contraction when removing intraventricular
damaged tissues. There are some studies on good results
after endoscopic resection of colloid cysts in the third
ventricle.39 Scientists have rejected using intraventricular
endoscopy in the absence of hydrocephalus and suggested
using frameless stereotaxis to help surgeons to create a
perfect rush corner. The latter subject includes a sufficient
work zone in the ventricle. The ventriculomegaly
existence comfort the ventricle function. Still, its loss
does not prevent using endoscopy of the lesions. Some
studies showed favorable results of endoscopy with small
ventricles.17,39 In this procedure, a seal created about the
endoscope, which prevents the emergence of cerebrospinal
fluid (CF) and ventricular decline, so CF flows slowly
from one of the endoscope ports. This prevents inducing
hypertension within the skull.10 The endoscope has better
lighting than an endoscope to observe the third ventricle
and the fornix underside.
Furthermore, hospitalization is shorter than the other
much invasive surgery method.6 According to prior
investigations, colloid cysts considered as the central
cause of quick and vast neurological damage and sudden
death. However, endoscopy reduces the duration of
surgery, and patients will face fewer complications due to
smaller cortical incision and possible seizures.8 Clinician
report that a single portal endoscopic procedure is
suitable for tumor resection in most sufferers, but the
surgical equipment transported to the same level of vision
as the endoscope meaning that their action was as well
as the video image motion so the surgeons cannot have
a perfect tridimensional view of the operational field.
However, research ignored this as a primary issue “since
exact tridimensional signs achieved since the endoscope
endlessly resituated in the ventricle.” By inserting a latter
contiguous portal, endoscopic tools can be “handled the
endoscope independently.” This is similar to the strategy
utilized in other endoscopic surgical proficiencies in
which two or more availability portals were usually
utilized.33 There are advantages in endoscopic approaches
because the patient is positioned neutrally supine (thorax
lifts with 15 points).
Moreover, the cutting and burr hallow track the
landmarks on a standard right anterior ventriculostomy
and a direct section, and one burr hollow enables fast
achievement to the cyst. The endoscope is inserted via
a presenter, some bigger than a ventricular catheter.
Therefore there is very little disorder in the cortex.
More importantly, local anesthesia is possible in this
method. The other benefits of endoscopic operation
include the changeable corner of embodiment and
brightness contrast to operative and minimally invasive
microscope. Thus, endoscopy reduces operation time,
http journals.sbmu.ac.ir/Neuroscience
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and hospitalization, and post-operative complaints,
and no remarkable memory and cognitive deficits often
manifest; however, a superior measure of imperfect
removal is observed.4,17,19,39,40 Later, parallel endoscopy
developed as a more beneficial method to improve
visualization.41 Stereotactically Guided Endoscopic Port
Surgery is said to be a mixture of four novel technologies
to enhance the quality of the minimally invasive
neurosurgery, so it comprises endoscopy, stereotactic
guidance, microsurgery, and intraoperative imaging.
However, the surgery room furnished with a 64-slice CT
scanner, new endoscopic tools with observation monitors,
stereotactic projecting software, and a proprietary surgery
room group. Endoscopy has mainly associated with low
morbidity in small series.7,8,10,12,18,19,33,34,40 Many studied have
proved this method for total colloid cyst excision.12,33-35,40,41
Microsurgical resection preferred in some rare situations
under specific circumstances.
Complete Cyst Resection
The transcranial microsurgery, either transcallosal or
transcortical route, is the most popular used procedures
for removing colloid cysts.4 A critique in the endoscopic
technique is its inability to remove cysts thoroughly
compared to open ways. The removing amount differs
vastly.36 In a category, the cysts were removed entirely in
80% of the patients who had been cured endoscopically.33
Although the following cycle in these categories was long,
a longer follow cycle suggested because recurrence and
complications due to incomplete resection are possible.6
So far, surgeons have suggested the following treatments
for the patients with colloid cysts in the third ventricle:
microsurgical removing, stereotactic inhalation,
endoscopic removing, and using ventriculoperitoneal
shunt. Some believe that as time goes on, experience
helps surgeons to go on with endoscopic techniques
with total resections, though epilepsy, memory loss,
hemiparesis, cerebellar hemorrhage, Terson’s syndrome
as well as some other complications have been
recorded.8,19,39 Also, hypothalamic hamartoma removing
from the third ventricle has related to great results in
patients with normal ventricles. According to several
experiences, all third ventricular colloid cysts should
not be operated endoscopically.6 Resection considered
complete if intraoperative assessment and post-surgery
MRI showed the total elimination of cyst.6 Lately, Decq
et al announced their experiment of endoscope colloid
cysts and aspirating its contents. Sometimes when a small
tissue part is inseparable of neurotic or vascular structure,
this must be clotted and remained intact. In other fields,
an endoscopic bipolar clotting system incorporated that it
has obvious benefits in unipolar cautery or laser clotting,
which lets somewhat accurate microendoscopic gradual
removing of tumors and clotting with electrical running
extension into the neighbor structure.42 Removing
of endoscopic colloid cyst might be difficult and not
http journals.sbmu.ac.ir/Neuroscience

possible at specified conditions. Initial, the existence of
a tiny ventricle is a unique, strict condition and strictly
troublesome.42 Surgical removing mostly selected on
large symptomatic colloid cysts.1-3 Transcortical and
transcallosal microsurgery in craniotomy have ever been
the main pillars for surgeons to treat colloid cyst.4,5,7
Microsurgical fields have generally described superior
levels of full removing.2,3,8,9 Before any treatment, illness
related to origin surgical removing and relapse possibility
should be considered well enough.8,10 Some investigators
put that entire cyst wall removing is necessary. Otherwise,
the cyst would have a relapse.13 Some rely on mere postsurgery imaging, not intraoperative inspection. Still, others
prefer total mass aspirations and debris cyst wall clotting
in the role of gross total resection.8,12,14 At endoscopy, it is
an uncommon incidence that total cyst wall debris would
full take from somewhere it has joined to choroid plexus
and internal cerebral vein in the third ventricle roof.
Cyst wall clotting should not place below the class of full
removing, because wall debris will ever stay in the role
of a possible origin for relapse. Beside, microsurgery lets
the surgeon carry out a proper autopsy of the cyst wall
far from an acute concrete structure using two-handed
microsurgical methods to attain full cutting, so it has a
superior level of gross total resection, less level of relapse
and re-surgery level.3 Failure to obtain full removing can
happen for various causes include anatomical remarks
and the surgeon’s practical experiment and proficiency.5
Some authors still doubt about the complete removal of
the cyst capsule.2,13 The nature of endoscopy inhibits the
complete removal of it compared to microsurgery.2 In an
endoscopic operated group, incomplete cyst resection was
high ;16 however, subtotal resection and cyst recurrence
have been reported even in microsurgical series.39
Modern technology in endoscopes design comprise more
important ports for tools, and broad-angle lenses must
aid reduction in the level of remaining cysts.20
Recurrence Rate
Residual cyst occurring will enhance the risk of potential
recurrence.14,18,19 Although an endoscopic removing role
in colloid cysts therapy supported for secure as well
as efficient quality, the other studies showed complete
resection in some cases may involve a change to the
apparent method.26,27 Although adequate assessment of
the clinical importance of cyst residues after endoscopic
removal has not performed, it suggested that endoscopic
resection is associated with a higher probability of
recurrence. This paper reflects concern over the
importance of the higher rate of cyst residues after
endoscopic resection. For instance, Dr. Carl Heilman has
expressed that “partial removal of the colloid cyst wall
will not lead to enduring treatment’.18 Although utilizing
endoscope appeared encouraging, the recurrence rate
has been a matter of concern.17 Up to now, relapse has
described in cases in which a well-known remnant cyst
Int Clin Neurosci J. Vol 6, No 4, Autumn 2019
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observed in addition to the cyst wall, which removed
incompletely, and residues clotted.1,2,20
Length of Stay
Naturally, hospitalization duration was less to some extent
in the endoscopy team than in transcallosal craniotomy
one. Though it has not particularly examined, this
distinction can converse to more economical therapy.17
Microsurgery is mostly related to hospitalization length
and illness higher levels.9,18,20,26,29 These patients require
close enduring following should a remnant cyst stays,
since conducting the most strictly prosperous endoscopic
methods. Several studies declared that fewer patients’
hospitalization may result in more affordable. 17
Operative or Neurologic Complications
There is no consensus among surgery team members
regarding the incidence of complications. Despite these
difficulties, the vast number of patients recuperated
enough to be dismissed to home.17 Some investigators
have also reported venous infarction after thrombosis
from cortical veins.21,27 However, which kind of difficulty
would not happen in a transcortical way, some surgeons
tend to choose the transcallosal method, which refrains
from harm to cortical tissue. Whenever a picture guide
used, nevertheless, a right frontal transcortical method
beseems to be related to a seldom difficulty profile and
is a rational option. In other fields, using transcallosal or
transcortical methods have related to brain disorder.22,29
Despite being a minimum invasion, endoscopy is yet
related to complications. Intense complications, such
as hemiparesis and brain defects, can happen.19,26,42
Open microsurgical cutting out commonly brought up
standard golden therapy. Operating methods are risky.32
The transcallosal method refrains from the cortical
cutting risk. However, it is related to complications
that comprise cortical venous infarction, forniceal
destruction, damage to the deep venous system, subdural
hematoma, disjunction syndromes, ventriculitis, and
meningitis.7,30 Minimum invasion methods tried to find
minimizing surgery effect and involve the cyst contents
aspiration.33 The primary investigator also announced a
notably less risk of complications in endoscopic than the
microsurgical removing of colloid cysts with an equal
elimination level.31,37 A relationship has found between
cutting out of the endoscopic colloid cyst and a downhill
acquisition curve. The complication level of endoscopic
neurosurgery is little, but life-minatory complications,
though uncommon, can happen. The complication level
could reduce significantly with surgical experiments and
instruction.32 Hydrocephalus, loss of vision, endocrine
impairment, and behavior, and cognitive impairments
are popular representations and potential surgical
side-effects. Common and stereotactic microsurgical
methods involve the transfrontal, transcortical,
and transcallosal paths to the ventricular.24,30,35 The
126
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availability of transcortical intraventricular mostly
needs to considerable brain contraction, despite using
no frame picture guide to predict a path. Side-effects of
the above methods involve seizures, focal neurological
impairments, and cognitive defects sometimes associated
with venous infarction.6,36 Forniceal harm is a possibly
destructive side-effect related to both microsurgical and
endoscopic colloid cyst removing.38 On prior open and
endoscopic systems, memory loss has ranged from 20%
to 30%.10,11,17,19,26,32,42 Although tumors can be destroyed
thoroughly by microsurgery in most patients, side-effects
have further commonly described than fewer invasion
methods. These side-effects involve the risks that protect
frontal lobe contraction or cutting out and potential
damage to deep venous and neural constructions, as the
internal cerebral veins and fornices. The stereotactic hole
is encouraging since this is a minimum invasion, but limit
since colloid material may be excessively viscous or solid,
to make aspiration unfeasible. Also, neural or vascular
constructions like choroid plexus can engulf the lesion,
or the big vena in the venous corner can cover it that
may not comprehend in stereotactic surgery. Commonly,
cyst and neighboring texture should be anatomized or
clotted for sufficiently subjecting tumors to become
feasible, removing safely. The weak hole of the colloid
cyst would endanger the constructions.2 Endoscopic
systems have described less hospitalization, and reduced
side-effect levels have been achieved.18,41 The total illness
level was less in the endoscopic team (10.5%) compared
with microsurgery (16.3%), according to the results of
some studies. It was interesting that in the microsurgery
team, the transcortical method had a higher total illness
level (24.5%) toward that in the transcallosal method
(14.4%).18 Endoscopy still involves complications, despite
least invasiveness. Indeed, severe complications like
hemiparesis and memory deficits can take place.2,42 In
other series, memory impairment also resulted from using
transcortical or transcallosal approaches.9, 30, 31 The major
shortcomings in the endoscopic method encountered
the acquisition curve for accomplishing skill, having
difficulty on the use of hands concurrently to perform,
and repetitive lens unclear. An anatomical restriction
of radical cutting is cyst linking to the membrane
interpositum in endoscopic technique; identification and
visualization of the cyst are very hard via a precoronal
node cavity much as velum interpositum be located a few
centimeter frontals the coronal stitch. By providing that
tough and rigid content, the endoscopic approach could
be harder than an open microsurgical approach; currently
use of proficiency instruments as an ultrasonic aspirator
could solve the problem.12 Furthermore, endoscopy is
mainly criticizing as follows. Firstly, damage to fornix
around the foramen of Monro in this approach may
result from the endoscopic sheath manipulation rather
than in a microsurgical one. Secondly, thermal injuries
may induce by extreme electrocoagulation.1 The patients
http journals.sbmu.ac.ir/Neuroscience
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treated with microsurgical techniques showed higher
complications than those who underwent endoscopic
approaches.14,42 Recently, a meager rate of mortality and
complications has reported by the endoscopic approach
in some articles.14,22,26 The major drawback of endoscopic
treatment, conducted through a classic precoronal route,
is the complexity in controlling the cyst adhesion to the
tela choroidea and in deleting the cyst.14,23 It has found
that the cyst attachment to the third ventricle roof limits
the endoscopy.23 The major shortcomings intrinsic on
the endoscopic approach are encountered acquisition
curve accomplish skill, having difficulty use of hands
concurrently for conducting, and repeated lens unclear.28
Conclusion
The new minimally invasive method, Endoscopic
approach, makes direct tumor visualization possible
irrespective of cyst size. It leaves little morbidity
and presents favorable outcomes. Along with other
technologies, endoscopic techniques have developed
remarkable and now accepted as an alternative for
microsurgical methods. Still, early post-operative
residues and recurrences have created doubts upon its
effectiveness times after the operation, so more research
proposed to perform considering the recent experiences
on both procedures across the world.
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